
Hi, I've just finished a new set of models, toxic waste barrels, so I'm making some scenery to show them off.

This is a generic radioactive waste pit, the sort of thing you see scattered across the Fallout game world, the

Rad pits of the Cursed Earth and deeps of the Underhive. Here are all the stages of the modelling project; 

1 infinity-engine

A piece of hardboard, this one is about 7mm

thick, but you could use 5mm, it's just what

I had laying about. I cut the shape out with

a jigsaw, mind your fingers when your using

one of these!

You need a wood file called a Rasp, this one

is a cheap one from the pound shop, but

perfect for hard board. Go round the edges

to smooth them, so when you put it down on

your gaming table it blends nicely.

When you file, don't just go back and forth,

go sideways on the downwards stroke, this

will help with blending the curve. Try not to

file the edge too thin, or it will break when

your using the terrain. It's a balance of

looking good and being practical.

Ok, this looks like a bit of a jump, but its

pretty quick to do, but once you start it's not

a good idea to go picking the camera up

with clay covered fingers. I've built up the

surface with 'Das' modelling clay, it's a

mixture of clay and paper fibres and is air

drying, you can get it from most art stores.

Roll out long sausages of clay and press it

into the hard board, the clay isn't very sticky

and dries quickly, so press down hard to get

it to stick. Once you get the shape of the

rocks and the surrounds of the pool, get a

small dish of water and dip a stick and use

it to draw ridges into the clay, a stick is good

but I love these rubber tipped paintbrushes

called 'clay shapers', not cheap but gives

great control.

The rocks are some miss-casts from the

base of my 'Iron Mole' model, but you could

easily make these from the clay, but maybe

if enough people want to buy rocky

outcrops as a model, I'll look into it . It's

been a warm day, you can see the clay

drying to a white colour already, but I let this

dry over night.
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This is the second layer of clay, I've added

this to create the detail of the edge of the

pond, this will also create a barrier when I

pour the varnish to make the water surface.

You need to wait till the first layer is totally

dry.

Almost ready for painting, but hold on, first

you need to seal the model, mix some PVA

and water, this can be quite thin, then paint

it all over the model. This seals the surface,

so when you paint the model it does not

suck up your expensive paint, if you use

polystyrene in your models, sealing them

with PVC will stop the polystyrene from

melting when you spray the undercoat, it

also give the model a harder skin.

Don’t go buying expensive PVA glue, it’s

made from fish and moo cow bones and if

your paying over a fiver for 120ml then

more fool you. I bought 5ltrs about ten years

ago and I bet it cost me less than a tenner,

though over the years a brown sludge has

started to form and I bet it would give some

of the bio chemical warfare laboratories a

run for the money, (I really think I should

buy some more).

From time to time it’s good to test fit how

things will go together, I’ve scattered the

barrels to see how they are looking, so far

so good, but it might be a bit busy.

This long box has lasted me a year now as

my undercoat spray box, It’s handy to have

a good box like this, so your not hunting

round or stealing the side of the cereal

carton before you finish the cereal, thats just

messy.

Everything is going to be dark shades, so a

black undercoat is perfect, nice even

strokes with the spray can, don’t drench the

models, but keep turning the box around so

you cover all of the model. That box has a

hole underneath so I don’t spray myself.

Ok, the undercoat is dry so onto some dry

brushing, use a big cheap brush, make sure

most of the paint is wiped off before you

start. Use dark shades first and lighten up

each following layer, let each layer dry

before adding the next. I’m using browns,

but everyone has their own preference so

go at it and have fun.

Here is the first pass at the radioactive

sludge in the pool, a nasty mix of bright

green and orange, much of this will be

covered by the barrels, and will be glossy

from the clear varnish, that will be a final

stage.

Trying out the barrels again, adding less

this time, still looking ok. You can see I’ve

already dry brushed the barrels with a metal

colour. The barrels get some painting love

next.
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The barrels had a rough dry brush with

some boltgun metal or a steel colour if your

using other paints. Follow this with a wash

of brown ink to give a rusty finish, this is

proper brown ink, not the thin washes,

(which I still like but you need both). Next

some colours...

Don’t be heavy handed with the colours, try

to keep some of the rust showing through,

using muted shades to keep the idea they

have been out in the elements for a long

time.

Some more ink washes, highlights and

some bright green for the toxic poisons

spilling from the ruined barrels.

I poured some gloss varnish into the toxic

pool, this brought the colours to life and

gave it a instant depth and wetness. I had

to wait a couple of days for the varnish to

dry as I poured quite a thick layer, (next time

I’d do several thinner layers).

Eventually when it had dried I painted more

toxic green and orange in swirls, followed

by more varnish, giving an instant depth to

the pool, you can really see the depth effect

in this picture, I’m quite pleased with the

liquid effect.

I've glued down the barrels, I've not used all

the ones I started painting, I liked the

crowded look, but the pool looks great, so I

thought I'd show it off a bit. The glue melts

the varnish, so apply a thin layer of glue to

the base of the barrel then place it on the

pond without moving it around. The toxic

colours get a lick of gloss paint as well, this

time acrylic as that dries quickly and I’m

only covering a small area. 

I add grass flock paper around the edge of

the terrain so it blends with my war games

table, dropping the terrain down on my table

right now would make it stand out like a

sore thumb. Adding spots of grass away

from the edge helps the blending more.

When all the grass is glued down I stain the

grass near the pond with some light brown

stain to look poisoned by the toxins and

blend the perimeter edges of the grass to

blend it with the earth. I also add those tufts

of spiky grass that have become popular, I

really love that stuff.

Ta-Da... Finished. The grass is blended with

some light brown ink, giving the grass a

dead look to the edges near the rocks and

pool. Hope you like and if you want some of

the barrels used in this tutorial have a look

on my web page where I sell a dozen for

just six quid.
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After having the radioactive waste pool sitting

around for a while, I decided it did not look toxic

enough, so I decided a little directional lighting

could be just the trick. Some dry brushing of a toxic

looking green, just on the sides of the barrels

facing the burst barrels has added the extra

toxicity I was looking for.

Below, even the Terminators are a little hesitant

crossing that.


